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WATCH THIS 30 SECOND VIDEO CLIP 
 

Chairman Dave Williams makes his position on Pride Month clear. 

CHAIRMAN DAVE WILLIAMS RESPONDS TO PRIDE CRITICS 

 

 

The Pride Month agenda is in full swing and its goals are to attack 
parental rights, harm children, and silence any vocal opposition to it. 

https://mailchi.mp/cologop.org/notoprideyestojesus?e=e89187c410
https://youtube.com/shorts/b6eVxpbse_g?si=KbAqCVUzsKoI3LQg


 
Again, we make no apologies for standing against those who would 
groom or confuse children into transgender procedures that would 
mutilate and chemically castrate them.  
 
At a recent debate, I was asked to respond to Pride activists, and I 
made clear that I was prepared to lose everything, including an election 
as well as my position over this fight because "to live is Christ and to 
die is gain" as stated in Philippians 1:21. (Watch the video clip above 
unless you are easily triggered, or intolerant of the Gospel of Jesus 
Christ like Kyle Clark from 9 News.) 
 
But sadly, we now have weak establishment Republicans who want to 
join radical Democrats and the press in defending this child-harming 
Pride Month agenda so they can be praised by the fake news media and 
cultural elitists. 
 
They are preparing to wage civil war within the Republican Party to 
defend transgender procedures for minors even though your State 
Republican Convention overwhelmingly adopted a platform plank 
against it this past April. 
 
"the Colorado Republican Party ... [opposes] the subjection of 
minors to medical procedures with the aim of gender 
reassignment, and any appropriation of taxpayer funds for such 
surgeries or transitioning hormonal therapies." 
 
What's even most frustrating are these same so-called Republicans 
(who are absolutely defending the transgender agenda against kids) 
never work or organize this hard against radical Democrats. These same 
establishment insiders only seem to fight this hard against grassroots 
christian conservatives. 
 
Rest assured, your State GOP leadership team looks forward to having 



 

this debate anytime. 
 
We especially look forward to the list of so-called Republicans 
who plan on signing the petition for a special meeting to defend 
the Pride Month agenda as we will be sure to publicize it and 
notify all convention delegates and their respective central 
committees of their support for Pride Month.  
 
Lastly, we promised to share thought provoking messages throughout 
June that resist Pride Month and the evil that is trying to indoctrinate 
children, undermine parents, and harm families.  

 

 

Dr. Jordan Peterson airs Pride Month grievances. 

To that end, please watch this Fox News interview from Dr. Jordan 
Peterson above.  
 
During the interview, Peterson states, "tolerance of vice is not a 
virtue... and pride is a vice. 



 

 
Amen. We couldn't agree more. 
 
For our children, 

 
Dave Williams 
Chairman, Colorado Republicans 
 
P.S. Feel free to read our email from last year below and, remember... 
God hates Pride. 

 

SIGN THE PETITION TO PROTECT KIDS 

 

 

Extreme LGBTQ+ groomers adopted this image as their own because they mock all that 
is decent and pure. 

 

https://www.cologop.org/stop-transgender-madness/


 

They, along with radical Democrats, support both so-called “gender affirming care” that 
results in the mutilation and chemical castration of children, and the normalization of 

pedophilia. 

 

 

“Pride goes before destruction, And a haughty spirit before a fall.”  
- Proverbs 16:18, The Word of the Lord 

 

 

This has been a frustrating month for anyone who cares about righteousness and 
truth. In fact, it’s terrible to see how low our society has fallen into depravity. 
  
For all of June, we’ve seen celebrities, politicians, journalists, pundits, and 
corporations push an extreme message that goes way beyond mere “tolerance.” 
  
Much worse, the agenda these activists and organizations are pushing strike at the 
heart of what our leaders should be safeguarding most: our posterity. 
  
Simply put, these degenerates want to violate our children and their innocence.  
  
If you don’t believe it, then look at these pictures below: 

 

 

1. Why does a grown man like this desperately want to wear nothing but his 
underwear and twerk in front of children? 



  

 

2. Why do grown men like this desperately want children to pet them and 
partake in their leather fetish? 



  

 

3. Why do grown men dressed in drag like this desperately want children to 
see their fake breasts? 



  

 

 

The reasons why they are going after our children are becoming clearer by the 
day.  
  
These radicals in the LGBTQ+ community are indoctrinating children and hoping to 
recruit them into their twisted lifestyle.  
 
They want boys and girls to think they can change their biological sex and 
encourage them to suffer barbaric medical procedures that are irreversible. 
 
In short, they want to mutilate and chemically castrate your children and 
falsely call it “healthcare” to justify their madness. 
  
In Colorado, we don’t let people purchase tobacco or alcohol products until they 
reach the age of twenty-one. Why would anyone think it’s appropriate to freely 
hand out puberty blockers or allow irreversible surgeries for much younger 
children? 
  
If you don’t believe it, then look at the picture below to see what these medieval 
surgeons are doing to confused children now. 

 



  

 

And as bad as this is, their motivations for violating our children get much darker. 
 
Ultimately, these LGBTQ+ reprobates want to groom your children and 
sexually exploit them so they can normalize pedophilia. 
  
Why else would a grown man share sexual fetishes or put on pornographic 
performances for children? 
  
Aside from experiencing a distorted sexual high as they perform in front of these 
innocent kids, they know that desensitizing children to these obscene and lewd 
acts gets them one step closer to achieving the height of their perversion. 
 
Enough is enough. The Colorado Republican Party will no longer be silent on this 
subject.  
  
Furthermore, we no longer care what the bias press, corrupt politicians, and failed 
political pundits in either party think as they will likely ridicule us when we do 
everything we can to protect Colorado's innocent children. 



 

  
Bottom line – Let kids be kids… and, most importantly, stop the predators who 
want to sexually abuse them. 
  
In the weeks to come, the Colorado Republican Party will seek every opportunity to 
work with leaders and decision-makers to prohibit so-called “gender affirming care” 
that results in the mutilation and chemical castration of children. 
  
>>> If you agree and want to help stop this repugnant agenda, then please 
sign the petition below and share it with your friends or neighbors so we can 
work together to stop these groomers from abusing and violating our 
children. <<< 
  
Together, we can protect our children and future… but only if you get involved and 
defend the most vulnerable in our society from these creeps. 
 
For the Children, 

 
Dave Williams 
Chairman, Colorado Republicans 

SIGN THE PETITION TO PROTECT KIDS 

 

 

  

  

 

  

 

https://www.cologop.org/stop-transgender-madness/
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